To Women

In all places and countries
There are discriminated women and girls

Although they struggle against many difficulties
They don’t surrender achieving their dreams

They lift up their voices
They make serious and decisive decisions

Even if they were humiliated for centuries
They will always be dignified for other ages

They lit up these miserable lives
With their strength, willpower and victories

They will always be united across the distances
They will always be united despite the differences

Here they are working hard in factories
Trying to protect and raise their kids

They’re always caring about others
By having lots of responsibilities as mothers

They’re bearing the burden of the worlds
But they overcome all the obstacles

Some think that they’re a shame in religions
But they believe that they’re an honor for all humans

They won’t let down their goals
Because they will defend their duties

So don’t care about some people’s rumors
Just keep smiling and laughing despite the problems

You’re right according to ethics and morals
World love you forever women and girls

You are the homes and days
You are the best melody of lives
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